
Introducing Conectaballs – The New 3D Logic
Game taking Kickstarter by Storm
Leonid Braginsky is officially introducing
his premium logic and reasoning game to
the market starting in 2015. 

MANHATTAN BEACH , CA , UNITED
STATES , July 15, 2015
/EINPresswire.com/ -- Conectaballs is a
fascinating brain-training device that
encourages tactical learning in children
and adults alike.

Timeline

Connectaballs has been in development
stages, making sure that it is 100%
perfect when released to the market.
Here’s what’s planned for the upcoming
months: 

Beta Testing- Complete
Prototyping- Complete
Manufacture Sampling- Complete
Kickstarter Pre-Sale- In progress (until
full funding)
Manufacture Conectaballs for Market-
planned July/August 2015
Ship to Market- Planned
August/September 2015

The developer has already done a lot of
imagination and development to make
sure Conectaballs meet the end-users wildest expectations. Once they reach full funding ($25,000)
they will begin to manufacture these little geniuses for market. They’re already 55% of the way there.
Consumers can pre-order Conectaballs set on their Kickstarter website to make sure the product
arrives as soon as possible.

Create problems to solve and test cognitive abilities with this amazing system of balls and elastic
string. Not only can Conectaballs be used to train and work the brain, but it is also a great relaxation
tool, giving the mind a break from studying or working while keeping maintaining mental sharpness.
With its perfect combination of entertainment and relaxation, this toy-like tool is great for everyone.

Pre-Order Information

http://www.einpresswire.com


If you’re interested in pre-ordering a Conectaballs set, visit Kickstarter and select “Back this Project”.
The developer is offering early bird pricing until July 28.
Product /Early Bird Price / Regular Pre-Order Price

2 string set- $8.00 / $10.00
6 string set (color or natural)- $20.00/ $25.00
30 string set (color or natural)- n/a / $120.00
60 string set (color or natural)- n/a / $220.00

Set combinations (ex. (2) 6-string sets in natural & (2) 6-string sets in color for $100.00) or a
personalized in-person Conectaballs workshop with Leonid Braginsky, the inventor of Conectaballs,
for $2,000. Leo will provide a demo on how to maximize the creativity and brain-bending powers of
Conectaballs.

What’s Next?

Once Conectaballs reaches complete pre-order funding, it will go into full production for market. The
developer hopes to release Conectaballs to the market in August of 2015. When consumers receive
their new brain bender, visit the Conectaballs website at http://www.conectaballs.com and check out
the ideas and challenges that will be posted there to make the most out of the tool.

To learn more about the Conectaballs initiative and stay up-to-date on progress, be sure to visit
http://www.conectaballs.com and keep in touch with the Kickstarter campaign.
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